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The City of Char.i.ottesvUle should continue to provide leadership for 

:1 consolida ticm of all conununicatlons command and control capabilities for 

the public safety services in Albemarle County. 

The C'onsolidnti()n would improve the coordination and delivery of law en

forcement, fire, emergency medical and emergency preparedness services of 

the three primary entities, the City of Charlottesville, the County of 

Albemarle Bnd the University of Virginia. Consolidation of communications 

would further the expressed goals of these agencies. 

The resul dng cOJTlnJunica Hons aye tern should he consolidated in con trol and 

radio freqlwncy (!oJTlponcnts so as to minimize vulnerabi.1i ty Bnd any potential 

for system fniltlre. The City and County must recogni.ze that the exist.ing 

consolo equipment is obsolete due to age and design, and should be replaced. 

The existing frequencies are not satisfactory for a consolidated system, 

and an application for new frequency assignments should begin immediately 

with the goal of obtaining assignm.ents in the 460 1-'ffiz band compatible with 

those of the University of Virginia system. 

Planning for adequate physical facili ties and staffing for the consolidated 

center should begin as soon as practical. 
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The City of Charlottesville, the County of Albemarle, and the University 

of Virginia nre considering the coMolidntion of their lndividual law ('nforcll-

ment communications systems into one serving system. Their intent is to 

improve overall efficit~ncy and obtnin a more responsive coordination of 

their mutual needs. 

The agencies, through the City of Charlottesville, requested Technical 

Assistance hom the Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc. 

(APCO) to advise them concerning the development of a consolidation plan 

and implementation of the plan. 

PROBLEM 

1. The agencies need advice concerning the steps necessary to accomplish 

the consolidation of communications. 

2. The agencies need a listing of specific key items requiring resoltltion 

before consolidation can be accomplished. 

ELEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM 

1. Incompatibility of the three agencies/ communications systems frequencies; 

2. space and facility considerations; 

3. condition and capabilities of the existing communications consoles and 

radio equipment; 

4. agency communication system design. 



Thu City of Charlott~Hvil10 utilizes two General Electric consoles that 

an' approaching che maxillllllll IHe expcc.~tnney of seven (7) years and both 

art~ in mwd or n'placenwnt. 'I'he consoles Drt' located in an area of the 

Polit:t' Recot-ell; Rtlr(l[ll1 on the main floor of Polic.e Headquar.ters. This 

location POHC:l/-J n serious Sc.'('ll1:ity threat by be'lng clearly in the view 

of the geneta1 public. Also, due to the location, interruptions by records 

pc.B"sonnel, the g<'neral pub] ie, and others La a constant distraction for 

the w()rking tclecommuni cntors. The city I s vehicular repeater system is 

for the most part inoperative. When Illore th13n one unit arrives at a 

scene, all others must be told, by radiO, to disable their repeaters. 

When this is not done, conmlunications 'oJill hear only a carrier as two 

or 1lI0l'L~ repeaters w111 be engaged simul taneously. tve arc told that this 

eondJtion cannot be remedied. 

The l~iversity of Virginia uses the latest state of the art console 

equipment and is operating on the 460 UHF band. The University Police are 

very receptive to the ldea of a consolidation of the communications services 

and the records keeping systems. 

The Fire service and Medical services use separate dispatch facilities. 

Attachment I, a listing of emergency telephone numbers, clearly identifies 

the citizens' problem of getting help in Charlottesville and Albemarle County. 

Citizens in CENTEL's (telephone company) service area have 15 numbers listed 

for Public Sarety Emergency assistance. 

I 
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City administrators h01i<."vc.~ that tht> prnpoHt'd cQnsolidatt'd 0pi;yratinn COllld 

bes t he SllpL'rV i Sl'U hy the Gh iuf of l? oli ('(' . 'l'h is :t 5 du t' to the rat' t t htl t 

he is responsibh.' ror. tht~ majority of Poli(,t' and J('corus ket'ping u('ttvl ty. 

The k~'y c:.onsidt~rntiot1 ~xpress('d by the possible user llgeneies ill that 

whoever sllpcrvl~H,>S the operations Hhould 1)(> symputhl~ti(' and unt1c'l"stnntllng 

to the nCt1ds of (1)1 agencies in the systc'l1l. 

FREQUENCY USE: 

CHARL01'rESVIL1"E POLICE 
~44 - dispatch channel 
155.580- vehicular repeater 

39.54 - statewid(' mutual aid 

ALBEMARLE COUNTY SHERIFF 
39.86 - dispntcll----
39.54 - statewide mutual aid 

CITY-PUBLlC \~()RKS 
15-5:715'--" -- --'-
155.115 

'1'\,]0 COUNTY RgSCUE SQUADS 
'Char.1O'tte~s·vTrC('-~lr(~sc~lle-Squad 

Western Albel11arh~ Rescue Squad 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA POI.ICg 
~-'--460:-62::r~~ dTR"i;atch -"' ~.~-

460.075 
39 • .5Lf - f.lttltewidc 111utunl aid 

One vendor. has proposed a lCClflc purchase police f-lystem. However) this 

appears to b(;' very costly during the five (5) year lease peri.od. 

CENTEL (telephone company that serves city and county) states that 911 cannot: 

be provided at this time. All participating agencies, except fire, desir.e 

n 911 public access. 
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A~Y.A POPUL~9li 

City population 1s 42,000 with an additj.onal 40,000 in the service 

:Irea Just outslell' the city, and an additional 16,000 students at the 

University of Virglnia. 

Police consoles monitor nl1 fire Bnd rescue radios but do not dispatch for 

either servlce. The major use of this monitoring ability is to alert 

city officers of any pertinent fire or reScue Bctivity. 

THe University of Virginia Hospital is a major burn center and a major 

hospital in the northern and western parts of the State. Due to this 

activity, a large number of rescue vehicles enter the city 24 hours a day. 

TELEPHONE SERVICES PRESENTLY OFFER: 

One number for Charlottesville Police Emergency - 3 lines 

One number for. Albemarle Coun ty Sheriff 

One number for fire services, city and county 

One number for rescue and ambulance services 

'1'he city has very efficient volunteer rescue and part volunteer fire 

operations. 
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RECOHHENDA'rIONS 

The City and County governing lImlies should immediately form n task force 

to be responsible fot planning a locnl 911 system (nlternntivu to thIs 911 

solution to be addressed in a separatt~ paragraph). Th is task forc(' shou td 

include, bu t no t be lil1li ted to: 

1. public safety and other agency services representatives; 

2. representatives of volunteer agencies; 

3. elected officials; 

4. representatives of the local telephone company (CENTgL-Charlottesville 

and Albermarle County). 

TASK FORCE PRIMARY ISSUES 

1. Area to be served by 911 

a) Identification of resources and jurisdictional boundaries of 
elnergency service agcnd.es within area of service. 

b) Comparison of area to be served with telephone company central 
office boundaries to determine the extent of mismatch or over
lap areas of service 

c) Determine population and agencies affected by overlap or 
boundary mismatch 

2. Determine location of key dispatching facilities 

3. Determine location of public safety answering point(s) (PSAP(s) 

4. Communications service consolidation of Charlottesville, Albemarke 
County, and the University should be resolved by this time 

5. Employment of a consultant or engineering firm to assist the 
development of the program and system dE'sign 

6. Development of standardized procedures as necessary 

7. Each of these key issues must be considered in light of 

a) each agency's current emergency reporting and dispatching system; 

__ J 



h) .... ach community's needs; 

d) contractual or mutual support arrangements among agencies. 
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~911 ALTERNATI"~ 

If CEN'fEL cannot provide tllt' 911 syst~1\\ IlH tl~'Bi t't'u, th(.~ '.task PorCt' 

shOUld reC'.omnwnu on nn int:prlm busis tlw adoption of slngh' , SI;'Vt'n 

digit emergency r0sponsB numbers for each agency npurntlng an answcr(uH 

point. Whet"e pl"aeticul, this numher slwult1 include 911 as tIm last 

three digits. Many connntlnitles in North Cntol'inn are ndoptl.ng thlH 

intC'rim numbering scheme. 

]W)IQ..g S1!}.tAl:1T~~4:1:lY.~? 

The City and County should purchase the nl:'c(!~s11.ry rnd:l.o "p;Hehll C'quipuH'nt: that 

will allow the direct connection or low and hIgh VHF und UIlF on the 

existing console C'quipmen t. This would lw at an estimatt'd cost of 

$1,000.00 <lnd would allow compa.tible (!omnllmications from tht' 

University's syslt.'111 on 460 MHz to City's low nnd high chan)'wls and Vil'l~ 

versn. This procedure has worked E'xtrenwly well in Dtrrhnm as wQ."pntcl~' 

a 450 frequency sytem to a high band system in the fire service. ThLs 

would, of course, eliminate the need ro)'" two radios per vehicle. 

The City, through the Virginia APCO frequency coordinator, should at:tempt 

to obtain 460 channels that would be compatible with the University 

system. The high band channc>l should be retained and <?xpanded with nne repeat('l 

station tha t tlltll cover t1w 11 square milt'S and surrounding service area of 

the Charlottesville Police Department. 

The University's console should be used as the primary dispntch tool, with 

the city equipment as back up. 
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q()~:s.O] !;YLtlJl!,m. 

'1'11(\ City, County, and University should consol:Ldate their lawenforce-

ment communications services into 'one serving system operating under 

the dir.ection nnd responsi,hilicy of one of the participants or as a 

s(~parate service agency governed by the participants and operated as an 

individual agency. 

The existing cuntralized jail facility participatory agreements and 

management structure could serve as a model for developing a similar communi

cations service agcncy. 



.srnergency numbers -Write ,idhElterephoneflUnlOUfS yOIJ------~----~ 
will need Ih calle of emerg~mcy. 

tlmbuldnt;O ~ 
8. r05tUo~ 

fjra~ 

polica .. 

$tato police * 
doctore 

Charlottesville Palmyra l 
Crozet Schuyler 
Fork Union ScottsYllle 

St~nardsville 

Emol'gencles Only 
1·800 552·096:2 

No Charge 
to Colling Party 

_______________ k _____ .~_ .. .",. 

homa 

~-- Charlottesville 293.9663 

U.S. 
Sec:ret 

Service 
Richmond, Va. 782·2274 

or dtdIIfOPERi.\TOR" In 
any emergoncy (lnd !Jay for 
oxomplo 

"I wont to report a fire at-" 
or "I wont Cl policeman at-/I 

if you cannot stay 
cit the telephone, 
tall tho JJOPERA'rOR" 
tho oxact locatIon whoru holp 
Is noeded. 

University of Virginia Emetgency Room •••••••••••••••• '.' •••••••• 924.22~1 
Crisis Intervention Center •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 924·5564 

If no answat-call ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 924.(}211 
Poison Control Conter .••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••.••• 924·554~ 

local Hies fire ~escue squad police sheriff , 
ChClrlotte.vlll.. 295.112.$ 295·1191 295·4151 296·2112 

Eurly~vill" 295.1125 29S·1191 ~- ...... - 296.211~ 
Enst Rlvunnu 295.1125 295·1191 ---- 296·2112 
North Gardell 295·1125 2~5·t19' 

erolot 823.4000 823·5102 ---- 290.2112 
f4rk Union (842) 911 911 ---- 911 
Ptllmyra (589) I'll 911 _ ...... -- or 
Knnts Stor.. (589) 911 911 ---- '89·B211 

(Subscribers with prailx other than SS9 or 842, dial 1 + 5.99.8211) 
Schul'Jor 28/1·3611 295.1191 
Scottsville 295·1125 206·2111 296·2112 ----

91\ ---- I'll 
911 - ....... _- or 

Grellnl> County I'll 
Slnn<Hdsvlilo (985) t • 911 
Ruckomillo (985) '. .911 I'll ---- 1'8.5.2222 

(Submlburs Wifh preflx athar than 98$, dial 1 + 985-2222) 

(NOTO; If you oro (ul1lns Ions distance, dial 1/1" + th~ abo". nurn».r) 

fu11arinlRrJ(g ! 
FRAUDULENT USE OF CREDIT CARDS AND BILLING NUMBERS-Virginia law ptohibHs the fraudulent use of a 
h''llephone number or other means to obtain or attempt to obtain telephone service frc:wdulently. The mt'lxi
mum penalty, upon conviction, is 10 YC'lars imprisonment. 
ANNOYA.I'KE CALLS-Virginia law provides th~t it is uhlc:twful to U5e or permit r.H1oth~r to use the telephone 
:? inh:~,.,ti ~'l1n'iy nnnoy another by tel~phoni~g without intent to converse. The maximum rJencll~YI upon convic~ 
:. jOt i5 r: ~~~~1~~ or ·~S0U. 
'~~i)3CEN= AI'·iO N\AUCIOU3 CALL5-V'jr!Jlinia klvv pf,:)vide.7 ~hCl~ it ;j unlawful :0 ;"J1':lI~~ nose m.., ,;;::1\;; l::If ;" .noli
dously makt3 false statements, by teleph(~nef of the health of another. The maximum penalty, upon con'/ietion, 
is imprisonment for one year or a fine ()f $1,000 or both. 
MISUSE OF PARTY LINE SERVICE-It is unlawful to refuse the use of a party line to ~mother person for the pur
pose of permitting such person to report a fire or surnm( I police, medical aid or ambulance service In an emer~ 
9~ncy situation where property or human life is in danger. H is abo unlawful for anyone to falsely claim an 
emergency to gain access to a party Hne. the maximum penalty, upon conviction, i3 a fine of $100. 

Copyril~hl 1979 By The Cenlral Tcl~phoM Company of Virs!nla <:~"'IJtwvr:tt, V:t."lr~ 
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3.0 911 SYSTEM OPERATING DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS 

The design of a 911 system configuration includes the specification of the 
area to be served, operational methods, operational and technical standards, 
system sizing requirements, telephone system requirements, 911 answering 
center location and personnel requirements. These subjects are discussed in 
this section. 

3.1 DEFINITION OF AREA TO BE SERVED 

It is important from a systems standpoint to define the area to be served by 
a 911 system. This definition is especially important in light of the 
occurrence of radically different central office boundaries as they coincide 
with jurisdictional boundaries (See Section 2). 

'1 

Because of the problell1s encountered with overlaps, telephone company corrvnuni
cation consultants must have specific guidelines to design a system for a 
designated population area. These design parameters are supplied by the 
Division of Communications engineers after thorough deliberation concerning 
the problem. 

Since the largest jurisdictional system unit is the county, and intracounty 
jurisdictional overlaps can be solved by inter10ca1 agreements, the following 
approach is utilized. The following rule was instituted as a criteria for 
system design: When central office boundaries overlap into adjacent counties, 
calls will be directed to the answering center serving the majority of citizens 
affected. The "majority of citizens affected" rule frees the system designer 
to optimize the design within a specified 911 serving area. (See Appendix 
3.0 for call volume considerations in overlapping areas between 911 centers.) 
The following information definitizes the remaining 911 system operating 
description and system requirements. 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL METHODS 

The objectives of a 911 emergency service communications system are to make it 
as easy as possible for a citizen to contact the proper emergency service 
agency and to minimize the response time required for a citizen to receive 
emergency service. The 911 system does this by simplifying the role of the 
citizen (that is, by reducing the number of decisions he must make) and 
increasing the responsibility of the public safety communications system. 

The primary function of the 911 emergency answering center is to facilitate 
the flow of information between the citizen and the responding agency. The 
911 center answers emergency calls and selects the proper agency. This is 
performed by an answering operator who determines which public safety agency 
should respond to the citizen's problem. Determination of the proper agency 
by the 911 answering personnel essentially entails obtaining as rapidly as 
possible the location and the nature of the problem. 

The manner in which the information is routed to the agency varies \t/ith the 
jurisdictional~ operational, and organizational requirements of the area being 
served. The four basic operational methods are direct dispatch, call transfer, 
call relay, and call referral. Most 9:1 systems comprise a combination of 
several of these methods to accommodate variations in the levels of cooperation, 
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centralization, and consolidation between and within the participating agencies 
in the system, as well as boundary mi~match problems with adjacent 911 systems. 

Figure 3.2-1 illustrates the infonlation flow for each of the operational 
methods. 

Citi zen 
Gives 
Detail s 

CITIZEN ANSWERING B "--9'-'--
CENTER 

(a) DIRECT DISPATCH 

Citizen Gives Details 

---DELIVERY OF 
SEH:VICE 

TO CITIZEN 

B 911 

C I TI ZEN --'"L-....t .... _A_NS_~I_ER_I_NG---' CENTER 

RESPONDING, 
AGENCY 

CITIZEN 

Citizen 
Gives 
Detail s 

911 
ANSWERING 

CENTER 

(b) CALL TRANSFER 

RESPONDING 
lWIII_f3IIlD;WJlIIIIIiIL'llll! AGE N C Y 

Information 
t.-___ -' Re' ayed by 

CITIZEN 

911 Personnel 

(c) CAll RELAY 

911 
J------.I ANSWER I NG 

CENTER 

7-Digit Number Referral 

(d) CAll REFERRAL 

Figure 3.2-' 911 OPERATIONAL METHODS 
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3.2.1 Direct Dispatch 

All emergency calls that come into a 911 answering center which has the 
authority and responsibility to dispatch emergency vehicles for the requ'ired 
public safety agency are handled in a direct dispatch method. The person 
answering the call also performs as a complaint writer, and upon determining 
that the required public safety agency can be dispatched from the answering 
center, obtains and conveys the necessary information to the dispatcher by 
either a complaint card or by means of a computer-aided digital data trans
mission system using an electronic keyboard and readout. For small 911 
emergency systems, the person answering the call may also perform the dispatch
ing function. Calls handled by the direct dispatch method minimize the response 
time for a citizen to contact either the complaint writer or the dispatcher 
of the proper public safety agency. In summary, the public safety agency 
which has the "91P center located in its facilities generally uses the direct 
dispatch method. 

3.2.2 Call Transfer 

All emergency calls that come into a 911 answering center for a public safety 
agency remotely located from the answering center are handled in a call transfer 
method. After the answering operator has deternlined the proper agency, the 
caller is then transferred and placed in contact with the agency's complaint 
writer or dispatcher. The answering operator remains on the line until the 
agency answers and the correctness of the transfer is ascertained. The transfer 
is routed to the public safety agency over a dedicated transfer line connecting 
the answering center's telephone answering equipment directly with the agency's 
telephone equipment. 

A variation of the call transfer method is the seven-digit call transfer 
method. This method transfers the caller to the proper public safety agency 
over his seven-digit emergency number, as opposed to a transfer over a direct 
line. This method is only used where the expected call volume may not be 
1 ar'ge enough to warrant the cost of a dedi cated transfer 1 i ne, but the agency 
feels that it is still necessary to speak directly to the citizen. A typical 
application would be the Florida Division of Forestry and an existing foreign 
exchange line. 

The response time of the call transfer method is lengthened compared with the 
direct dispatch method because the caller must talk to an additional person 
before he is in contact with either the complaint writer or the dispatcher 
of the proper agency. 

3.2.3 Call Relay 

The call relay, like the call transfer, is used to convey information to a 
remotely located agency; however, the information rather than the caller is 
transferred to the proper agency. 

The information can be relayed by voice using the agency's existing seven
digit emergency number, or hot line or point-to-point radio system if such 
capabilities already exist. The information can also be relayed by digital 
data transmission using an electronic keyboard or cathode ray tube (CRT) 
display. However, proper operation of the call relay method requires that 
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explicit call answer~ng policies be established with the participating agencies 
to ensure that the tssential information ;s obtained from the caller. 

This method is wel'/ suited for use with agencies that are not expected to have 
a large enough cail volume to warrant the cost of a dedicated transfer line, 
and where the ag~ncy feels that it is not necessary to speak directly to the 
citizen. 

The call relay method can also be used if the caller if too emotionally 
distressed to be transferred. In this case, the 911 answering operator would 
obtain as many details as possible about the emergency and relay the informa
tion to the hppropriate agency. 

The overall response time of a voice relayed call is longer than any other call 
handling m~thod. However, the response time of a digital data transmission 
relayed chll is shorter than a transferred call. 

3.2.4 fdll Referral 

Non-emr:rgency and administrative calls that enter a 911 center may be handled 
by thf call referral method. The 911 answering center operator gives the 
citi7~n the seven digit number or refers the citizen to the telephone directory. 

In lny operational public safety call receiving center, i.e., 911 answering 
certer, cooperative dispatch center, public safety agency department, etc., 
oply a certain portion of all calls demand immediate response. The remainder 
a 'e administrative or of a non-emergency nature and can be quickly referred. 
Sased upon the ratio of emergency to non-emergency calls experienced by 
Florida law enforcement agencies, it is estimated that only 50% of all calls 
received by the answering center are handled to completion on the 911 system. 
The remaining calls are referred to the correct number or to the telephone 
directory to keep the 911 emergency system (operator and lines) free to handle 
true emergency calls. 

It is recognized that in the smaller operational public safety call receiving 
centers, such as in the Sheriff's Department in the less populated counties, 
the treatment of administrative L~~ non-emergency calls is given somewhat 
more personalized attention. It is further recognized that the additional 
responsibility of 911 operations do not change existing procedures and there
fore, the call referral handling method has little application in these 
situations. 

3.2.5 Examples of Operational Methods 

As a first example, let us consider how these operational methods are used in 
a case where a countywide 911 answering center is collocated with a sheriff's 
radio dispatch facility and where all 911 calls received that are not for the 
sheriff's office are handled by the call transfer method. This type of 
operation is called a call transfer/direct dispatch system. 

Incoming emergency calls that are for the sheriff's office are handled by the 
direct dispatch method. If an incoming call is not for the sheriff's office 
but is for any fire protection agency, emergency medical agency, or other law 
enforcement agency within the service boundary of this 911 system, the 911 
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operator obtains enough information from the caller to determine the type of 
emergency service required and the agency that should supply the service, and 
connects the caller by private line directly to the correct dispatch center. 
The caller then gives the complete details of the ernergency to the dispatch 
center that has the responsibility of providing the required assistance. The 
dispatch center decides how to deploy its resources. 

If the caller is too emotionally distressed to be transferred, the 911 operator 
obtains as many details as possible about the emergency and relays this infor
mation in to the appropriate radio dispatch center. This procedure uses the 
call relay method as a backup mode of operation. This same method is used if 
the caller hangs up before he is transffered. In these two instances, an 
individual operator position recorder is of great benefit. 

The agencies being served by each 911 center must determine among themselves 
what types of calls they consider as emergency calls. If a call that is not 
considered an emergency enters the 911 center, the caller is given the correct 
seven-digit number to call to make his report or complaint. This procedure 
uses the call referral method. 

As a second example, let us assume that instead of the call transfer method 
the call relay method is used in conjunction with the direct dispatch method. 
Let us further assume that voice relay is used (rather than digital data relay). 
The only difference between this example and the previous example is, then, in 
how emergency calls not destined for the sheriff's office are handled. 

When a 911 call enters that is not for the sheriff's office, the 911 operator 
obtains the required information (predetermined by the participating public 
safety agencies) from the caller and. by contact with the correct dispatch 
agency by radio or over their seven-digit emergency number, tells the dispatcher 
the details of the emergency. The local di~oatching agency then decides how 
to respond to the caller's emergency. 

Call referral is used as described in the first example. 

As a third example, let us assume the same situation as that in the second 
example except that the call relay method uses digital data transmission 
(rather than voice relay). 

In this method of operation, as the 911 operator obtains the required details 
from the caller, she types the necessary information on an electronic keyboard 
attached to a CRT. At the same time, a computer determines (on the basis of 
programming and data files) which dispatch center SDould receive the informa~ 
tion (this will be the dispatch center responsible for responding to this part
icular request for service). The computer determines which is the proper 
agency before the caller has completed his call and displays on the CRT the 
code for that agency. When the operator has finished talking with the caller, 
she enters the agency code on the keyboard, pushes the "send" button, and the 
computer automatically routes and transmits the call information over a 
private line to the correct dispatch center. This method requires that the 
dispatch centers also have one or more CRTls (the number required depends on 
their busy-hour call volume) to receive the digital information. We recommend 
that in this type of operation, the radio dispatcher be the receiver of the 
emergency call information rather than some other individual, as is now done 
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in many dispatch centers. Since the 911 center relays all the available 
required information, routing it through a third individual accomplishes 
nothing but an increase in response time. 

This type of operational system also has call transfer capability for special 
types of emergency calls or for use ;n the event of failure of digital or 
electronic equipment, and uses call referral as necessar'y. 

In anyone of the three examples presented above, if, because of telephone 
boundary/jurisdictional overlap, a call enters the 911 center that should have 
gone to an adjoining area's 911 center, it can be handled in one of two basic 
ways. The caller's information can be relayed by private two"way tie lines 
to the 911 center that handles the dispatch center responsible for providi~g 
the requested service, or contact can be made by radio or seven-digit emergency 
private lines directly with the correct dispatch center. The latter case, 
because of increased telephone line cost, is used only if very few agencies 
are involved in the overlap. The decision of whether the correct dispatch 
center should be contacted directly is, of course, made jointly by the agencies 
involved. 

In all these examples we have assumed that a large number of the calls are 
being handled by the direct dispatch method of operation because of the gll 
center/s being collocated with (in these examples) a sheriff's office dispatch 
center. If the 911 center is not collocated with any public safety dispatch 
center, then all 911 calls are handled by either the call transfer method or 
the ca 11 relay method, backed up by ca 11 referral. 

3.3 TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL STANDARDS 

To ensure a uniform and high level of service to citizens and visitors through
out Florida, all 911 systems within the state must meet the mandatory minimum 
standards discussed in this section. Waivers to certain of these standards 
may be granted when sufficient evidence ;s presented to the Division of 
Communications showing that such waivers are in the public's interest. 

3.3.1 Technical Standards 

The following technical standards must be complied with in the design of all 
911 systems: 

(1) All public safety agencies, i.e., law enforcement, fire 
protection, emergency medical, and rescue agencies within 
the boundaries of the 911 system must be considered in the 
911 system. 

(2) The 911 answering center shall be located at th~ public 
safety agency receiving the greatest number of calls. 

(3) When a telephone company central office serves citizens 
in two counties, calls shall be routed to the answering 
center serving the majority of citizens affected. 

(4) A sufficient number of incoming 911 lines shall be pro
vided between the telephone company's central offices 
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and the 911 answering center to supply a P.Ol grade of 
service or better (one busy in 100 attempts dUring the 
average busy hour). 

(5) If direct trunking (as opposed to tandem trunking) is 
used, there shall be a minimum of two 911 lines between 
the 911 center and each of the central offices. 

(6) There shall be minimum of two incoming lines from the 
serving central office of each tandem network. 

(7) If tandem trunking is used the grade of service provided 
over the interoffice trunks shall be at least the same 
level as exists for the Direct Distance Dialing network. 

(8) Enough answering positions and operators shall be pro
vided such that during the average busiest hour of the 
day a minimum of 90% of the calls shall be answered 
within 10 seconds (two or three rings). 

(9) Each answering position shall have access to all incoming 
911 lines outgoing private dedicated lines, tie-lines, 
and dial-out lines. 

(10) Each answering position shall be equipped with an instant 
playback type of recorder to record each incoming 911 
call. 

(11) The 911 operator shall receive both an audible and a 
visual indication of the incoming 911 call. 

(12) Public safety radio dispatch centers not collocated with 
the 911 answering center shall be connected to the 911 
center by private lines wherever conditions warrant. 

(13) Private lines shall be provided between the 911 center 
and each connected agency in sufficient quantity to be 
compatible with traffic volume and the number of 
operators at the connected agency. 

(14) The 911 center shall be connected by private lines to 
each adjacent 911 center wherever central office 
boundaries overlap county lines. Alternately for minor 
overlaps, intercity radio may be used. 

(15) The telephone company operators shall have dedicated 
lines or other means of connecting the operator or 
citizen with the 911 center. 

(16) The 911 center shall have standby emergency electrical 
power capability for use in the event of commercial 
power failure. 
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(17) The 911 center shall have a logging magnetic tape 
recorder equipped to record the data and time of 
receipt of each call. 

(18) The 911 center shall have sufficient building security 
to minimize the possibility of intentional disruption 
of operations. 

(19) All exposed 911 circuit facilities into the 911 
center shall be protected and marked to prevent 
accidental contact or tampering. 

(20) Maintenance personnel shall not interrupt or alter 
circuits and equipment at a central office or in the 
911 center of the 911 system until permission is ob
tained from the 911 center supervisor. 

(21) When an automatic call distributor (ACD) is used to 
terminate 911 calls, the recorded announcement option 
sha 11 be used. 

3.3.2 Operational Standards 

The fo 11 owi ng opera tiona 1 ::. tanda rds mus t be comp 1 i ed with ina 11 911 systems: 

(1) 911 calls shall be answered at the complaint writer or 
dispatcher position, or additional positions as required, 
of the public safety agency where the 911 answering center 
is located. 

(2) The 911 operator shall be dedicated to answering 911 calls 
and perform as a complaint writer. Other simultaneous 
functions such as radio dispatcher, clerk, or jeliler can be 
performed if Technical Standard 8 can be met. 

(3) The 911 answering center shall operate 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 

(4) The caller must never be permitted to talk with more than 
two people, the 911 operator answering the caller, and the 
complaint writer or dispatcher at the required safety agency. 

(5) The only published emergency number shall be 11911", 

(6) Service measurements on the 911 lines shall be made periodi
cally to determine if the required grade of service is being 
maintained. 

3.4 911 SYSTEM DESIGN 

3.4.1 General Design Approach 

The method employed in the design of a 911 system can be described by a 911 
system model augmented by associated supporting studies and the required 
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inputs. The resultant outputs then detennine the 911 system costs. Figure 
3.4-1 shows the associated supporting studies, the inputs, and the resultant 
outputs of the design model. The inputs fall into four categories; traffic 
estimates, operational methods, performance requirements, and conlllunications 
network information. The outputs are the sizing requirements for each cost 
component of the system and fall into three categories, telephone system 
equipment, additional safety agency personnel requirements, and other equip
ment requirements. 

The inputs are obtained from telephone company personnel, and the 911 planning 
committee representing each 'local government that will plan the 911 system. 
Where inputs are not obtainable, data from related studies and analysis are 
used. The telephone equipment outputs are obtained by both the telephone 
company and the Division of Communications working in close association. Thle 
telephone equipment costs are determined by the telephone company and forwarded 
to the local government as a telephone system proposal. The remaining costs 
are determined by the Division of Communications. 

3.4.2 Overall 911 System Design Model 

The 911 system design model consists of a set of functional relationships 
between the design criteria and the sizing requirements, as indicated in 
Figure 3.4-1. The number of operator positions for a 911 center are a 
function of answering operator grade of service, busy hour call volume, and 
average call length. The number of incoming 911 trunks required is alsD a 
function of 911 busy hour call volume, and call length, plus the specified 
telephone grade of service. Requirements for outgoing lines (transfer lines, 
dial-out lines, tie-lines) are computed like those for incoming trunks, sub
stituting the appropriate safety agency dispatch center busy hour call volume 
for total 911 busy hour call volume and taking into account the number of 
complaint takers available at the safety agency. The type of telephone termi
nal equipment required for the center is a function of the number of operator 
positions, number of incoming trunks, and number of outgoing lines. And 
finally, the number of telephone recorder connectors is a function of the 
number of incoming trunks or answering positions. 

The total number of personnel required by the safety agency where the 911 
center is located to staff the 911 operator and supervisor pOSitions is a 
function of the number of answering positions and the expected call volume 
loading over the three a-hour shifts. The number of additional personnel 
required by the safety agency is a function of the additional 911 call volume 
load placed upon the agency. 

3.4.3 Performance Standards & Reguirement~ 

There are a number of performance standards and requirements that determine 
the system size. They are discussed in this subsection. 

3.4.3.1 Operator Grade of Service 

The maximum number of answering positions and operators to answer and handle 
911 calls is computed on the basis of the busy hour call volume and a parti
cular grade of service. The grade of service is the probability of a caller 
having to wait more than a certain length of time because the operator is busy 
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answering and handling another call. It is expressed as a decimal and is 
associated with a ringdown time. In the design of the 911 systems ptesented 
in this plan, tht' grade of service probability that a caller will have to wait 
Inore than a 10 seconds ringdown time is 0.1 (10%). Another way of specifying 
this grade of service in that 90 percent of all the callers will have their 
call answered during a ringdown time of 10 seconds or less. 

3.4.3.2 Telephone Grade of Service 

The number of required telephone lines (incoming 911 lines, transfer lines, 
dial w aut lines, and tie-lines) ;$ computed on the basis of a particular grade 
of service. Grade of service, expressed in a technical sense, is the proba
bility of a call being blocked by busy trunks. It is expressed as a decimal 
fraction and usually means the busy-hour probability. In designs of the 911 
systems presented in this plan; we have used a busy-hour grade-of-service 
probability of a call being blocked of 0.01 (sometimes written pal). This 
means that no more than one callout of 100 during the busy hour should 
receive a busy signal. In its application to a citizen seeking help, this 
grade (or level) of service means that it is highly unlikely that he will 
receive a busy signal when he dials 911. 

3.4.3.3 R i nadown Time. 

The length of time that a phone rings before it is answered is called ring
down time. This factor affects both the number of telephone lines and the 
number of operators required, particularly the latter. We have based our 
telephone line and operator calculations on a ringdown time of 10 seconds. 
Given the normal telephone company standard that each ring is two seconds 
long followed by a four-second pause, a la-second ringdown time is equivalent 
to two ri ngs." 

3.4.3.4 Call Volume 

The quantity of call s expected to be handl ed by the 911 answering center during 
a 24-hour period is called call volume data. Call volume data is related to 
the population within the area served by the 911 answering center. An area 
with a larger population generally has a larger incidence of crime and there
fore has a larger volume of calls per capita. Similarly, an area with high 
tourism also has a larger volume of calls per capita. Division of Communication 
Engineers have takne crime and tourism into consideration in determining call 
volume and the resultant effect in additional operator staffing. 

The derivation of the call volume to population ratios used is discussed in 
Appendix 3.0. These ratios together with the estimated 911 calls some typical 
county 911 systems will handle per day are presented in Figure 3.4-2. 

3.4.3.5 Call Length 

Call length varies with many factors, such as the type of emergency service, 
the service policies and techniques of the agency being contact, and the 
individual characteristics of the calling party. Based on discussions with 
public safety agency personnel, telephone company personnel, and experimenta
tion, an average call length for each of the operational call handling methods 
discussed in subsection 3.2 was established. These call lengths are detailed 
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in Figure 3.4 .. 3. The related time for the 911 operator to handle the call and 
the time the incoming 911 trunk is utilized is further established from the 
ca11 lengths for the various call handling methods. A summary of these 
related processing times is shown ;n Table 3.4-1. 

Incoming Operator 
Call 911 Line Handling 

Call Method Length Holding Time Time 

Direct Disparch 90 sec. 90 80* 

Call Transfer 120 120 30 

7-01 git Call 
Transfer 130 130 40 

Call Relay 150 90 140 

Call Referral 30 30 20 

* 90 seconds if the operator also performs the dispatching 
function. 

Table 3.4-1 SUMMARY OF CALL PROCESSING TIME 

3.4.4 Telephone System Requirements and Costs 

3.4.4.1 Telephone System Requirements 

A 911 system has the following seven primary telephone components: 

(1) Incoming 911 trunks (or lines) from the telephone central 
office to the 911 center. 

(2) Outgoing private lines from the 911 center to dispatch 
agencies and to other 911 centers. 

(3) Terminal answering equipment. 

(4) Dial-out lines .to access the 7-digit telephone number of 
the dispatch agencies. 

(5) Tie-lines (two-way) between 911 centers. 

(6) Telephone recorder connectors. 

(7) Optional service features and equipment. 

The incoming 911 trunks can be provided using either tandem or direct trunking. 
In tandem trunking all 911 calls are routed by the telephone company in what
ever manner it chooses to the telephone central office (CO) providing service 
to the 911 center, and the 911 center then leases the required number of 
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incoming trunks or lines between this serving CO and the 911 center to handle 
the estimated busy-haul" call volume. In direct tl"unking the 911 center leases 
a sUfficient number of incoming direct trunks or lines between each CO in the 
911 service area and the 911 center. Direct trunking thus requires more lines 
than tandem trunking. Some systems may use both methods of trunking. 

Direct trunking is more expensive than tandem trunking because of the greater 
number of telephone lines required, but direct trunking is a prerequisite for 
certain optional features that are discussed later. The available trunking 
networks are discussed with the 911 planning personnel for each county to 
assist their system decision. 

Outgoing private lines are necessary to transfer callers reporting an emergency 
to the appropriate dispatch center or to another 911 center. The number of 
lines required depends primarily on the estimated volume of calls that the 
dispatch center will receive in its busy hour. 

Tie-lines may also be necessary in some cases to connect adjacent 911 centers 
with each other where there is a two-way flow of information. The purpose 
of these lines is to provide the capability of transferring callers or relaying 
information when the caller is involved in a telephone boundary/jurisdictional 
overlap. These lines could also be used as coordination channels in the event 
of a common emergency affecting two adjacent 911 system areas. The exact 
number of these interconnecting lines depends primarily upon the expected call 
volume. 

A variety of terminal equlpment is available from Florida's telephone companies 
for use in 911 centers. Both key telephone equipment and switchboards (PBX's 
or PABX's) are suitable and a function of the system requirements. 

Dial-out lines are necessary to re'lay the callers information to the appropriat~~ 
agency (call relay method) or to transfer the caller to the appropriate agency 
over the agency's 7-digit telephone line (dial-out call transfer method). 
Dial-out lines are not required as part of the 911 system if the agency where 
the 911 center is located has such lines available. 

Foreign exchange (FX) lines to agencies in another exchange area where Extended 
Area Service. is not available has been considered in lieu of dedicated transfer 
lines where low call volume does not justify the cost of the transfer lines. 
Likewise, the use of FX lines for the agency where the 911 center is located 
has been considered to reduce the cost of dial-out transfer toll calls. 

3.4.4.2 Teleph~ System Costs 

The cost of the 911 system for each county is based upon a proposal received 
from the local telephone company, and the decisions of the 911 planning 
personnel associated with the system if available. 

3.4.5 Detailed System Design 

3.4.5.1 Busy Hour Operator Positions/Total Staff 

Figure 3.4-4 shows the flow diagram for detenn;n;ng the total number of 
required busy hour operator positions and the total staff for operating a 911 
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center around the clock, seven days per week. The flow diagram is discussed 
in the following paragraphs: 

Basic parameters required for analyzing 911 requirements are the county's 
estimated population and recent rate of growth. Both of these figures are 
available from the document "Florida Estimates of Population tl published by 
the Florida Department of Administration. The population nlust be projected 
to th~ anticipated date of 911 system cutover. 

Adding to the projected county population will be additional population from 
adjacent counties resulting from telephone central office overlaps outside 
the county. Deducting from the serving population of the center, will be 
those citizens trunked to 911 cehtets in adjOining counties due to overlaps 
into the county. The net population considering the above, will be the 
serving population of the center. However. it should be remembered that a 
porti on of the ca 11 s generated by those citi zens trunked to an adjacent county t 

will be transferred or relayed back to the co-located public safety agencies 
of the 911 center and must be handled by the 911 line operators, and equipment. 
The quantity involved is usually negligible in impacting system design and 
has not been included in the flow chart. 

The 67 counties in Florida have been classified into one of four types each 
having a corresponding total daily call volume (TDCV) rate per 1000 population 
as discussed in Appendix 3.0. The applicable call rate for the county in 
question must be detennined. Busy Hour Call Volume (BHCV) for the center is 
determined from the following: 

BHCV = 15% x TDCV 

The TDCY and BHCY figures calculated above should be compared with actual 
county data whenever available. Marked discrepancies from the call rates 
indicated should be reviewed carefully to pinpoint why a particular county 
is deviating from state and national experience for comparable areas. 

An important function of a 911 operator is to politely encourage the public 
to use the 911 lines only for truly emergency calls. However, in spite of 
all educational efforts a large fraction of the calls will be non~emergency 
and will be referred to a seven digit administrative number by the 911 operator. 
As high as 71% of all calls have been found to be non-emergency in existing 
911 systems. The Oivision of Communications uses a conservative figure of 
50% for such referred calls. In certain sparsely populated rural counties, 
referred calls are not con~idered because such counties tend to handle all 
calls in the same manner emergency or non-emergency. 

The remaining 50% of all busy hour calls, the true emergency calls, are 
broken down percantagew;se by agency type as shown in the flow diagram. A 
discussion of call distribution by type is discussed in Appendix 3.0. The 
total volume for each classification is determined from these percentage 
factors. 

The number of busy hour calls direct dispatched at the 911 center is computed 
as a function of population within the jurisdiction of each public safety 
agency co-located with the 911 center. likewise, the number of calls that 
must be transferred and relayed is determined. 
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For a staffing calculation,each type of call is multiplied by the average 
operator handling time to determine the total. Referred calls average 20 
seconds, direct dispatch calls average 80 seconds, transferred calls average 
30 seconds and relayed calls average 140 seconds. The grand total of all 
types is sUll1ned to determine the total operatot' handling time. Incoming trunk 
or line holding time calculations also follow this basic procedure to this point 
with the flow chart of Figure 3.4-5 showing the line holding time procedure. 

The total operator handling time determined above is divided by the busy hour 
call volume to detennine the average call handling time. As discussed in 
Appendix 5.0, operator capacity tables or graphs are consulted to determine 
the number of busy hour operator positions required for the given number of 
calls of the above determined average holding time in order to assure that 
90% of all calls are answered within ten seconds. 

Tables are provided in the "Operator Staffing Study" Appendix 4.0 Which give 
the total staff to man the center around the c1ock, seven days a week for the 
given number of busy hour operator positions. 

3.4.5.2 Incoming Lines or Trunks 

Figure 3.4-5 shows the flow diagram for determining the required number of 
lines or trunks connected to each direct trunked central office or connected 
to the serving central office of a tandem network. The flow diagram is dis
cussed in the following paragraphs. 

From the staffing procedure of 3.4.5.1 the numberof calls by type, i.e., 
referred, direct dispatched, transferred or relayed, is determined. The total 
for each type of call is multiplied by the average line holding time. Referred 
calls average 30 seconds, direct dispatched calls and relayed calls average 
90 seconds, and transferred calls average 120 seconds. The grand total of 
all types is summed to determine the total line holding time. This figure ;s 
divided by the busy hour call volume to determine the average line holding 
time per call for the entire serving area of the 911 center. This figure is 
used in the following paragraphs to determine trunk or line requirements from 
each individual central office. For greater accuracy, the correspondence of 
particular public safety agency jurisdictions with particular central office 
boundaries could be evaluated to determine the mix of calls and the resultant 
total busy hour line holding time for each central office. The variation in 
crime rate fo\' particular central office areas could also be taken into 
consideration. However, the average holding tinle per call per this procedure 
gives sufficient accuracy for planning for initial cutover for a 911 center, 
Fine tuning in terms of additions or deletions of lines can be accomplished 
as experience dictates after the center is in operation. 

The population within the serving area of each central office, projected to 
the cutover date. must be determined. Consistent reliable data of this type 
has not been found to be readily available from the telephone industry. 
Consequently, main station data by central off'ice has been used to estimate 
population. The total county population derived from the Department of 
Administration document is divided by the total number of main stations in 
the county as supplied by the telephone company to determine the average number 
of citizens per main station in the given county. The number of main stations 
in a particular central office is multiplied by this average figure to 
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determine an estimate of the population served by the central office and the 
resulting figure is projected to the anticipated 911 system cutover date. 

Busy hour call volume from the particular central office is determined by 
multiplying the applicable call rate for the county times the estimated central 
office population and taking 15% of the result. The resulting call volume 
figure is multiplied by the average line holding time per call to determine 
the total busy hour holding toime. This figure is divided by 100 to convert 
to CCS. From trunk capacity tables, the required number of lines is deter
mined to assure P.Ol service, i.e., one busy signal out of 100 busy hour calls. 
Of course, during the remainder of the day, the quality of service will be 
ev~~' better. 

The required number of lines or trunks is determined per the forgoing for each 
central office. For any central office 1n which less than two trunks are 
indicated, a minimum of two trunks shall be specified. 

3.4.5.3 Transfer Lines 

Figure 3.4-6 shows the flow diagram for determining the required number of 
transfer lines for each public safety agency to which calls are to be trans
ferred. The flow diagram is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The population within the jurisdiction of each public safety agency is pro
jected to the cutover date. As discussed previously, busy hour call volume 
for the jurisdiction is calculated by multiplying 15% times the population 
times the applicable call rate. Deducted from the results will be 50% of all 
calls which are referred by the 911 operator to an administrative 7-digit 
number. The remaining true emergency calls are multiplied by the applicable 
percentage figure for the particular type of emergency service to determine 
the agency's call volume. The call volume figure is multiplied by the 
average line holding time of 90 seconds to detennine total line holding time. 

The total line hold'ing time detennined above is divided by 100 to convert to 
CCS. By referring to the trunk capacity tables for P.Ol service, the 
required number of transfer lines is determined. 

If a particular public safety agency has a very low call volume coupled with 
significant telephone costs for the line, then other means of communicating 
with the agency should be considered. This is particularly true if sub~ 
stantial distances are involved. A dial out transfer arrangement may be 
employed, preferably using speed dialing, to transfer the caller directly 
to the agency using the existing telephone company switching network. The 
incurrence of several long distance calls per month in this manner may be 
much less costly than charges for a direct line. Alternately, it may be 
desirable to employ a call relay technique using radio or telephone communica
tion. 

Finally, in determining the number of transfer lines for a particular public 
safety agency, there is no point in providing more lines than the maximum 
number of complaint operators at the safety agency, i.e., the person at the 
agency cannot talk on more than one line at a time. If an additional call 
should arrive at the center destined for a given agency after all the agency's 
lines are occupied, tll~ 911 operator can, (1) assist the calling party by 
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recording initial information; (2) take an alternate course of action such as 
transferring the call to another similar agency operating under a mutual aid 
agreement; (3) break in on an eXisting call if necessary; or (4) can calm or 
instruct the caller pending freeing up of the remote agency's transfer lines 
and then immediately transfer the call. 

3.5 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS 

This requirement is defined as the required manpower loading to staff a 911 
answering center 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks a year. Where 
necessary, the loading also include"s supervisory personnel. The required man
power loading is a function of the required number of operator (busy hour) 
answering positions, and the expected distribution of the call volume over the 
daily work shifts (shift loading). The personnel requirements methodology 
and results for up to 10 answering positions are contained in a study per
formed by the Division of COlIDlunications entitled "Operator Staffing Studt', 
(See Appendix 4.0). In summary. the staff loading can be obtained by 
multiplying the total three shift loading for one day by a factor of 1.61. 

The number of personnel that the Division of Communications uses for operator 
staffing was at times at variance with the number local entities felt they 
should have. With the possibility of the State funding recurring costs of 911 
a consideration, a method had to be adopted that would specify the number of 
operator personnel the State would fund. The philosophy used is that in the 
event of State subvention, only the additional operator load caused by the 911 
system is considered for funding and not pre-existing positions in an agency 
prior to their becoming a 911 center. It would not be proper for the State 
to fund the cost of personnel already being funded locally. 

To ~d~ere to an equitable result, two procedures were instituted regarding 
addltlonal personnel; one for large counties requiring about three or more 
911 answering positions, and one for the smaller counties. 

3.5.1 Large.County Personnel Determination 

The following procedure is used to determine the 911 personnel requirements 
for large counties: 

(1) Determine the busy hour call volume of the 911 
answering center based on serving population 
and the applicable call rate. This is designated 
call volume "A". 

(2) Determine the busy hour call volume of the 
affected public safety agency where the center 
is located based on the type of agency, population 
served and the applicable call rate. This is 
designated call volume "BII. 

(3) Determine the additional call volume by calcu
lating A - B = c. 

(4) Determine the average operator handling time for 
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the additional call volume "C" above and designate this 
"0 11

• 

(5) Plot the busy hour positions for "CII calls at 110 11 seconds 
on the operator capacity curves. (See Appendix 5.0). 
Select the number of operators from the next higher curve. 

3.5.2 Small County Personnel Determination 

In the smaller counties, the public safety agency accepting the 911 answering 
duties will usually be the Sheriff1s Department. As is usually the case, the 
person who answers the 911 calls is the eXisting radio dispatcher, who also 
performs other duties such as prisoner booking, clerk, and jailer. During 
the "non-business hours", the jailer may be the person to perform the 911 
and dispatching duties. For this type of operation, the required additional 
personne1 is determined by obtaining the difference between the required 
manpower loading to staff the 911 center, and the existing staff, plus any 
additional personnel to ensure that the operator grade of service performance 
will be met; such as separating the jailer or clerk duties from the 911 call 
handling--radio dispatching duty. 

3.5.3 Resolution of Personnel Determination Differences 

The results given by these procedures compensate the center for the additional 
work burden caused by 911. If for some reason the additional personnel re
quirement is contested by local officials, Division of Communications engineers 
are more than willing to reexamine the data and try to arrive at a satisfactory 
solution. 

3.6 TYPES OF TELEPHONE TERMINAL ANSWERING EQUIPMENT 

Briefly described in this subsection are the different types of telephone 
answering equipment that under the appropriate conditions of telephone require
ments (number of incoming 911 lines, outgoin9 transfer lines, dial-out lines, 
tie-lines, and number of answering positions) are best suited for 911 answering 
centers. The different types can be grouped into two general categories: 
Key Systems, and Private Branch Exchange System (PBX) and Private Automatic 
Branch Exchange System (PABX) with or without Automatic Call Distributor (ACD). 
The equipment is discussed in increasing order of complexity and cost. 

3.6.1 Key Systems 

3.6.1.1 Dialess Key Telephone Set 

Thi sis a telephone set without di a l-out capabil i ty. A set is connected to 
each incoming 911 line. This method is suitable when the call transfer 
method is not required and no more than four incoming lines are required. 

3.6.1.2 Multi-Button Telephone Sets 

This is the familar multi-button business telephone set and is the most 
suitable method when the call transfer method is not required. In some 
instances the safety agency's eXisting multi-button set can be used if there 
are a sufficient number of unused buttons equal to the number of required 
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incoming 911 lines. In other instances it may be possible to change over some 
of the agency's existing lines to the required number of inconling 911 lines 
and use the agency's existing set. However, it is recommended that separate 
911 sets be added to keep the 911 key system separate from the agency's 
existing key system. The agency's existing set can be used for the call 
relay method. 

3.6.1.3 Multi-~utton, Multi-Appearance Telephone Sets 

This method is used where there are a limited number of nearby safety agencies 
requiring their calls to be handled by the call transfer method. This requires 
the installation of an identical multi-button set at the 911 center and each 
of the participating safety agencies. With ring~only at the 911 center, the 
appropriate agency can be alerted to answer his phone by intercom signaling. 

3.6.1.4 Mult~-Button Tel~patcher Sets 

This method is used where there are safety agencies requiring their calls to 
be handled by the call transfer method. This method has a limitation in the 
total number of incomi~lg 911 lines antl outgoing lines (transfer and dial-out 
lines) and the number of simultaneous transfer calls that can be in progress. 
This method can use either a special multi-button set with built-in patching 
capability, or a separate patcher unit and standar'd multi-button set. This 
method has a l'imitation on the number of answering positions. 

3.6.1.5 Multi-Line Key System 

This method utilizes key system assemblies to provide call answering/call 
transfer capabilities to handle a set combination of incoming 911 lines and 
outgoing lines (transfer, dial-out, tie-lines) with no limitations of the 
number of simultaneous transfers that can be in progress. The total line 
capacity of the 911 system can be obtained in a 24, 48, 75, and 99 line 
grouping. A system is available where the number of incoming 911 lines cannot 
exceed 20 and the total number of outgoing lines cannot exceed 8. Three 
mUlti-line systems used in this plan are the Allen Tel GB 9900 Dispatch Systenl. 
Bell Telephone SA Key System, and the Plant Equipment Incorporated ?EIX-II 
Key Telephone Dispatch System. 

3.6.2 Private Branch Exchange (PBX) 

3.6.2.1 Cord Switchboard 

This is the familar switchboard utilizing cord pairs to patch or transfer the 
caller to the line connected to the appropriate agency. There is no limita
tion on the number of simultaneous transfer that can be in progress. It;s 
still capable of providing fast and reliable semi-automatic operation. 
However, it is not too well suited where a large number of dial-out call 
transfers will occur, and it does take up more operator space than desk top 
PBX consoles. As many switchboards as there are answering positions can be 
ut i 1 i zed. 

3.6.2.2 Cordless Switchboard, 

This equipment is used where a small number of outgoing lines (transfer, 
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dial-out, tie-line) are used to handle a small call volume by the call 
transfer method. The appropriate agency is rung and the caller transferred 
in a semi-automatic manner by operating more than one button s\vitch, however 
with some equipment this is done automatically with a single operation. This 
equipment may have limitations in the number of incoming lines, number of 
simultaneous transfers that can be in progress, and the number of answering 
positions. The equipment used in this plan are, Automatic Electric 20B, 
Automatic Electric BOA, North Electric ARD-561, and Stromberg Carlson E-120. 

3.6.2.3 £,utomatic Switchboard (pABX) 

This equipment is used where a large number of outgo'jng lines (transfer, 
dial-out, tie~line) ay'e requited to handle a large call volume by the call 
transfer method. The appropriate agency is rung and the caller transferred 
automati ca lly by depressing a button associ atod wi th that safety agency. 
There is no limitation on the number of simultaneous transfers that can be in 
progress. As many PBX desk top consoles as there are answering positions can 
be utilized. The equipment lIsed in the plan is the CEAC Emergency Call 
Answering System offered by the General Telephone Company. The CEAC equipment 
also includes the ACD function described in the next subsection. 

3.6.3 Automatic Call Distributor (ACO) 

This equipment is used where there is a requirement to handle a large call 
volume by a large number of answering positions. The purpose of the equipment 
is to distribute incoming calls to operators that are not busy thereby assuring 
that only one operator will answer the call and that the calls will not go 
unanswered. The equipment will intercept calls not answered within a programmed 
period with an announcement to reassure callers. 

3.7 OTHER EQUIPMENT 

The technical standards for all 911 systems required that all incoming 911 
calls be tape recorded on a logging magnetic tape recorder equipped to record 
the data and time of receipt of each call. This standard implies that outgoing 
(transferred) calls can also be recorded. Many dispatch centers presently 
record incoming emergency calls. These audio recordings provide a record that 
can be used ;n the event of any litigation or any dispute between the 911 center 
and one of the radio dispatch centers that it serves on how and when a call 
was handled. 

The technical standards also require that each 911 operator position be 
equipped with an instant playback magnetic recorder to record each incoming 
calls. This standard inlp1ies that each supervisory position also be equipped 
with a recorder if the position is capable of answering and handling 911 calls. 
This type of recorder automatically records both sides of every emergency call 
and provides the operator with an immediately accessible record of the call 
(without interrupting the mar:,ter logging recorder) if the information must be 
repeated or reconfirmed but (he citizen is no longer available to provide it. 

There are two approaches to recording incoming 911 calls on a logging recorder; 
(1) record the entire conversation, that is, also record the transferred 
portion of the callers conversation with the appropriate.safe~y agency answer
ing/dispatcher, or (2) record only the callers conversatlon wlth the 911 operator. 
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The former approach is suitable if (1) all calls other than those handled as 
direct dispatch calls are relayed, (2) the safety agencies where the caller is 
transferred has their own logging recorder, (3) the recorded acceptance of the 
transferred call by the appropriate safety agency is satisfactory to the 911 
center in the event of any litigation. The former approach is the least costly 
approach because a 1 099i n9 recorder channel is requi red for each 911 answer; ng 
position instead of each incoming 911 lines. These approaches were discussed 
wi th the 911 p 1 ann; ng representa ti ves of each 1 oca 1 government and the; r 
acceptance of the most suitable approach has resulted in logging recorder 
channel requirement of not greater than ten. 

In those cases where the 911 center is located with a safety agency that 
already has a recorder, or is or will be ordering a recorder of sufficient 
capacity, it has been so noted in the county plan and excluded in the system 
implementation cost summary. 

3.8 OPTIONAL 911 SYSTEM FEATURES 

There are a number of telephone service options that improve the performance 
of the 911 systems. Definitions of these optional features are presented in 
Table 3.8-1. 

Because of the many possible combinations of terminating equipment, types of 
trunking, types and capabilities of telephone company central office equip
ment, and the like, most (a11 for some companies) of the optional features 
cannot be priced until a specific detailed request is made to the telephone 
com~any for a special assembly. The resultant costs and implementation time 
vary by telephone company and with the particular 911 system that employs the 
option. 

With the exception of automatic number identification (ANI) and automatic 
location identification (ALI) options, the resultant implementation costs 
requested for each option should be forwarded to the Division of Communications 
for consideration of payment by the State as part of the implication cost of 
the basic 911 system. 

This Division feels that ANI and ALI are desirable features in and of them
selves but do not believe that either is critical to the feasibility or 
implementation of 911 in Florida. ANI and ALI is not any less or more desi
rable if the present 7-digit system is retained; their benefit is primarily 
operational to public safety agencies and does not affect the institutional 
form of 911. 

A discussion of selective call routing is given in Section 4.0. 

This Division agrees with the pub1ic safety community that coin-free dialing 
of 911 would be a valuable adjunct to 911 in Florida. It has the potential 
of a110wing a large decrease in response time for emergency calls made from 
public pay stations. This is not! hOwever, a feature that can be ordered from 
the telephone companies by locai governments. The decision of whether to 
implement this feature can be made only by the Florida Public Service Commission 
(PSC). The Florida PSC thru Docket No. 74l89-Rule (RA), Order No. 7132 has 
recently determined tllat the capability of coin-free dialing of 911 be pro
vided by all Florida telephone companies within five years from now. 
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At the present time, the following telephone companies have indicated that 
they will provide some of the 911 system options at no additional charge. 
Therefore, these options have been included in each county 911 system plan 
where applicable. They are as follows: 

(1) Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company - Called 
Party Hold, Forced Disconnect, and Idle Trunk Tone 
Appl i cat; on. 

(2) Florida Telephone Company - Called Party Hold and 
Forced Disconnect. 

(3) General Telephone Company - Recorded Announcement (which 
;s a feature of their 911 switch). 

The visual originating central office identification option will be provided 
at no additional charge by all of the telephone companies where direct 
trunking is employed. 

TABLE 3.8-1 

911 TELEPHONE SERVICE OPTIONS 

Option 

Called-party hold 

Ringback or callback 

Idle trunk tone application 

Switch-hook status 

Description 

Enables the 911 center to hold a connection 
through the local cenr.ral office by remain
ing in an off-hook position. The connec
tion is held regardless of the status of the 
originating party's switchhook. This fea
ture would permit manual trace of the call. 
Available only when direct trunks (not 
tandem routing) are employed. 

Enables the 911 operator to hold and ring 
the calling party after the connection has 
been broken by the calling party. This 
feature is usually limited to calls from 
1- and 2-party lines. It also requires 
direct trunking and called-party hold as 
necessary prerequisites. 

Enables the 911 operator to determine whe
ther the calling party hung up before his 
call was answered. Independent of trunking 
network. 

Enables the 911 operator to determine whe
ther the caller is on the line but unable to 
speak, or has hung up. Requires direct 
trunking via metalic facilities. 
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Forced disconnect 

Visual originating central 
office identification 

Audible originating exchange 
identification 

Recorded announcement capa
bil ity 

Automatic number identifica
tion (ANI) 

Automatic location identifi
cation (ALI) 

Selective call routing 

Coin-free dialing or no
coin dial tone 

Table 3.8·1 Cont. 
Enables automatic re1ease of 911 trunk on 
disconnect by the 911 center, independent of 
the calling party's switchhook. It is de
signed to enable the 911 c~nter to avoid 
tieup or intentional jamming of the incoming 
911 lfnes. The speed of disconnect depends 
on the type of central office switching 
equipment. Independent af trunking network. 

The 911 operator's console has a separate 
lamp for each incoming 911 line. This 
allows identification of the telephone 
central office where the call originates. 
Not available when an automatic call distri
butor (ACO) or tandem trunking is used. 

The name of the central office from which 
the call originates automatically precedes 
each 911 call as a recorded announcement. 
This option can be employed where an ACD is 
used. Independent of trunking network. 

Enables the 911 center to have any incoming 
calls that encounter a busy signal answered 
by a recorded message identifying the center 
or saying whatever is desired. The content 
of the recording would be controlled and 
changed as necessary by the 911 center. 
This option can be employed when an ACD is 
used. 

Central office equipment automatically dete
rmines the telephone number of the calling 
party and transmits it to the 911 center. 
Not available when tandem trunking is used. 

The address location from which a call is 
placed is identified electronically. Not 
available when tandem trunking is used. 

911 calls would automatically be routed to 
the proper jurisdiction. regardless of tele
phone company central office boundaries. 

Permits coin station dialing and connection 
to the 911 center Without the deposit of a 
coin. 
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The ust! of fnrmn 111.t'd, wrU.u·n Olulmll nld !\!-;rt'I'l1lcnl fl i IT ''It'['ongty t'ccollimcndQd~ 
Although thtl (ollowl ng Il"ckgroundinr~\rmtltio" lind Huggl' !It t.!<i CormuLA ate for taw 
enforccment mutulIL dld, similar ngrccmpnls should be consldered for ftre and 
emergency mcdl.cal services agenc1.cs. Tn fact, in No't"th duroltna a numbet bf sueh 
agreements exist [or fire und medicHl B{'rvic{~a. Some 01' these Ilrc unwritttm . , 
nnd should be formalized [or reasons outlined below. 

Tht' prlmary purp0<;l' 1.0 adopting the Public Snf0 ty AnAw(~rlnp, Point concept 
cf ;t 9lL system l~. to lmprove citlzens access to pmergf'\\l.y services. 

An impot'tant aSIH'ct o[ this imrt:overnent is <lTl undcl"atnndi.ng that the f:l.rsl:. 
ilg<.!ncy dispatched to aLt~ntl to un em<,rgcncy nmcl<'.'t:''1 required assistllnct'! even 
though i.t may turn OUl lhat the sccne is tn another agency's jurisdiction. 
III oth8r words, assi c:;t nnCl' must nol be w1. thhc 10 because of an erroneous dt spatch) 
\\lhnteV'cr lhc reason. (This problem genorally arises whlH'l th~l:'c is ove.rlap by 
t.e lephone exchange s ()j po II tical boundaries) 

WI' 1. tten n1Uttl\\ t .lld np.,reementa should pr('vlmt conf.\I!lton as to authority, 
jurisdiction, command, control, and in part1.culnr llabU.1.ty. 

The National Sh(~riff' s Association (IIMutual Aiel Ph.nning", U.S. Department of 
.!ustice, September 1973) sta tea that: 

1.lily utilizing Mutual Aid~ a higher degree of coordination 
of police functions CBn be Bchlev~df confus1.on incident 
to an emergency situation is reduced, law enforcement 
efforts have been better supervised, response time 
has been lowered, and L\ great amount of personnel and 
equipment cnn be brought to benr on the situation. 
In addition, the increased costs of 81.1ch operations 
are spread over a number of jurisdictions, thus 
lessenlng the financial burden that might fallon onc 
jurisdicU.on." 

One study that was conducted by the Asspciation revealed three major problems 
that might possibly have an l.mpact on the implcmcntatl.on of mutual aid agreements. 
These are apathy, jurisdictional rivalries, and lack of understanding concerning 
mutual aid. PcrhBpR the bl.gp,t'bt mutual aid ohstElc.lc today is that of liability 
for actions of o[fic('r~ pxercLYing their powers outside of their jurisdictions. 
Courts have, for th0 mos l part, been unwi lli n8 to extend to the police officer 
immunily h(·nefi.tH aCforded other municf.pl11 offlcinla. The effect on the offi.cer'e 
aggressive performance of his duties appears of little concern to the courts. 
Some recent court decislons as well as state statutes have seemed to partially 
remedy thn condition o[ little Lo no immuntty for the po1.tcc. Many municipal 
)',()vl'rnm~nlfl havC' tldo[lt~'d progrl1ma inc\PlIl111fyinS thel.e police orUllers against suita. 

The problem of llabiltly for police within their jurLsdicti.on is magnified 
when tlw officer tnkns act ion extra-terri torillLJ.y in response to a call for mutual 
l1il\. I.t is thet'l'fore nl'ct!9s l.lry to have a written prOVision in the mutual aid 
agreement granti ng immun1. ty from Ullh1.l1. ty. 

Written mutual aid agreements arc usually bct'Ween a limited group of contiguous 
rnunlcipnl1.ties and conlain the [ollowing provisions: 

Designation of Dn uppropr1./ltc officiul 
empowered to re~uest assistance and 
procedures to be followed in r~8pondlng 
to a request for assistance. 
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CONVERSATION LENGTH IS 40 SECONDS AND THAT A IX PROBABILITY OF A 
, , 
.',~, 10 SECOND WAIT IS THE MAXIMUM TOUZRABLE DELAY. THE FOLLOWING TABLE . .: 

~, RELATING THE CALLING LOAD TO THE NUMBER OF OPERATORS REQUIRED HAS 

~ f , 

, 

" , , 

I .• 
~ 

I, 

BEEN PREPARED. 

LOAD 
PER 

0 
1 

1 7 
48 
91 

11.0 
210 

CALLS ~!UM8ER OF 
HOUR OPERATORS REQUIRED 

- ! 1 
- 17 2 
- I. a 3 
- 91 4 
- 140 5 - 210 6 
- 320 7 
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